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Plasma-facing components (PFCs) based on solid materials face a challenging environment

within magnetic confinement devices. Issues of melting during transient events and net-reshaping

of the PFCs due to erosion/migration/redeposition processes raise questions about the viability

of solid PFCs in future reactors. Liquid metals offer potential solutions on several fronts while

raising new challenges unique to liquids. The National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) has

been conducting research on liquid metal PFCs with the Liquid Lithium Divertor (LLD). The

LLD makes use of a porous high-Z substrate (molybdenum) to restrain the liquid metal against

ejection events with surface tension forces and we demonstrate stability in the diverted configu-

ration despite transient events exceeding 100 kA/m2 injected current into the divertor PFCs. No

molybdenum emission from the divertor was observed after achieving temperatures above the

lithium melting point[1]. This is consistent with the lithium protecting the porous substrate de-

spite total heating powers to the LLD of as much as 1 MW (≈30% ofPSOL). Lithium is a reactive

metal, however, and getters residual gases forming compounds on the surface[2]. Divertor emis-

sion of lithium and oxygen (a known lithium impurity) shows little difference whether diverted

directly onto the LLD or neighboring graphite consistent with uniform surface contamination

due to residual gas adsorption rather than the volumetric advantage the LLD was expected to

provide. This is further confirmed by an H97L confinement factor that is independent of total

injected lithium over a range of 60–900 g over the entire run campaign. Development of flowing

systems is planned in order to conduct experiments on surfaces of controllable purity and more

generally evaluate liquid metals as a viable PFC option.
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